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NJ;:W MEXICO LOBO

MONTEZUMA AND N~ M. NORMAL
U. SEVER ATHLETIC RELATIONS

Try O u r Sunday Special
Chicken and Turkey
Dinners

75c

Two basketball. games between the
New Mexico Normal University and
Montezuma College have been cancelled
and all athletic relations have been definitely sc,1ered between the two schools.
Before the Baptist-Tiger game which
was scheduled for last Friday night, the
Montezuma authorities ,\rrote a leiter to
the Normal Athletic Department can<;:clling the game.
This break is a serious setback in
athletics h1 New Mexico. Montezuma
Coll¢ge and N. M, Normal have shown
the most rapid development on the athletic field of any school in New Mexico, \Vith two of the possible si:x,schools
of college rank in New Mexico severing relations, their athletic standards
will be considerably ha.mpefcd.
Possibly the breach between the two
schools can be mended. From the view-

Liberty Cafe
Whitman's
Mi,s Saylor's
Chocolates
and
Let Fudge
Briggs' Pharmacy

400 West Central

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ _point
of a foreign school, it will be better for all if the two institutions could

•

get together and re-establish relations.
Below is printed the letter from the
Montezuma authorities to the Athletic
department of the Normal University.
uGentlcmen :
uThe ·athletic committee of Montezuma college last night unanimously
adopted the following resolution, which
was concurred in unanimously by the
faculty:
u 'That basketball games scheduled
between Montezuma college and the
New Mexico Normal uniVersity be cancelled and all athletic relations between
Montezuma college and the said Normal university be severed on account of
lack of poor s_portsmanshit> as exhibited
on last Wednesday evening, February 2,
1927, and on numerous previous occasions; and that the aforesaid action of
the .Montezuma authorities be published
in the daily papers and copies be sent
to each member of the Rocky Mountain
athletic conference and to other schools
of recognized athletic standing in the
southwest!
uThis action by the 11ontezuma college authorities is taken especially as a
result of the action of the Normal university students and athletic officials in.
crowding on the court during a game
Wednesday night between 1\.fontezuma
college and the Northern Arizona

C A N D~Y

the best
VALENTINE

FEE'S
320 W. Central

Eats
PIG STAND
It Pay•

to Look WeU

NATIONAL BARBER SHOP
Fir1t Kational Bank Bide.

SUNSHINE BARBER SHOP
Slltlshine

Bide.,

s.

106

Second St.

Teachers' college, Flagstaff, Ariz., wHh
the purpose of intimidating the referee
and the players on the :Montezuma team.
This was done to such an extent that
the acting captain of the Arizona team
asked the referee not to foul his team
for the display, as they were in no way
in sympathy with the demonstration and

STURGESS BARBER SHOP
106

w.

Central ATe.

Then are Batr Cuttln& Establishment.

.

for

Ladle~

and Gentlemen

We Give Super Service
Associated Master Barbera of
America

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~that
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CRAIG BROS.
Central Barber Shop

305 W. Central Ave,
Ladiea' bobbing a
Specialty
See

Our Windaw Display
of Hair Tonics

BASKETBALL
Teania
Track •
Suppli~

PEEL-READ
421 West Central

Below is given the probable program
for the interscholastic 11lCCt Which Will

I

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Star Furniture Co., Inc.

1

PHI KAPPA PHI
MEETS

lana represented the Independents.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

TUESDAY!;=====~========:+!

A meeting of tl1e Phi Kappa Phi, honorary fraternity, was held at Sara Raynolds Hall Tuesday at 4 p. m. Miss
Evers gave a very interesting talk on
uReview of Virgin Spain," by \Valda

they themselves
lmd noancomplaint
This was followed by a scienw
This is simply
instance Frank.
to make.
tific speech on "The Co11stitution -"'
Ul
which became the climax o{ actions
Matter," by Dr. Rockwood which was
that studex1ts of the Normal university enjoyed hy the members.
have engaged in for the past five years.,
Refreshments consisting of sandwith no effort on the part of the auwiches and clwcolate were served. The
thorities of the school being made to
time and place a£ their initiation banstop it.
quet
will be announced 1ater,
1
' With past actions to be guided ~by1
the authorities of Montezuma college
were compelled" to decide between the
The United States yearly uses six barplaying of scheduled games of basket- rels of crude petroleum ~er person, while
hail and the gang· fight generally pre- the rest of the world uses one barrel 1o
cipitated by the students of the Normal five persons, according to a bulletin of the
university, or the cancellation of the 1American Research Foundation.
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RENT A CAR
Drive it Yourself

75c
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D. P, NOLTING
De Vilbiss Pcdtunizers
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Dentist

Johnson's Candies

501-502 First Nat'! Bank Bldg.
Phone' 687

Hall's Pharmacy
Phone 121-139

I s;~o:l~and Gold

Phone

Frats and Sororities
A local Indian ancl Mexican Trader has enabled us to offer
a line of genuine Mexican-made Table Runners,
Blank~ts and Rugs with an

987

EVERYTHING MUSICAL

T the Big Eastern and Coast Universities, jackets in
the U colors are very popular. We have a stock
of these coats in the U. N. M •.colors. They make
fine smoking jackets and are good for sport wear at any
time.
Come in and see these jackets and others with
fraternity emblems. Also pillows and pennants in colors
with emblems.

NM
in the center, made in cherry and silver. Greek letters may also
be procured in the design with your fraternity
•
and sorority colors

208 W. CENTRAL

PHONE

19

See Our Samples
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ht
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IRVIN GROSE, Agent

and Copper. Ph.
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PHONE

1000

SUNSHINE THEATRE
Perfectly Ventilated

Pipe Organ
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5

•
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"The Strong Man" - Harry Langdon
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·BASKETBALL ISSUE

NEW MEXICO LOBO
PUBLISHED BY THE STUDENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

VoLUME

XXIX

Albuquerque, New Mexico, Friday, February

BAPTISTS LOSE
TO LOBOS

LOBOS WIN SECOND

34-35

STUDENT BODY

GAME FROM TIGERS

ASSEMBLY HEARS

DR. ZIMMERMAN
In their second engagement of the
season, the New Mexico Normal quintet
In an address which took the audience
played the New Mexico Lobos on alm9st even terms tlte first half1 but sue~ by storm by its thoughtfulness and quiet
cumbed under the fast Lobo attack dur~ determination to achie-ve, Acting Presiing the second half to lose by the score dent Zimmerman set .forth the ideals and
The game was anybody's from start of 47 to 20 in \Vashington gym Monday aims of the i1ew administration, in last
to finish. The Lobos led at the half night. The score at the end of the first Friday's assembly.
20-14. Early in the second half the half was 15-12 favoring the Lobos.
"V..'e arc now miquestionably. going
Baptists overcame this advantage and
Throughout the first half the guard- through a transition period,'' dedared Dr.
took the lead. Late ht the ·second half, ing of both tea111s wa.s cxceptioJtally Zimmerman in opening, ' 1The board of
both Lobo ionvards, Loug and Trauth, close, practically all shots being made regents has placed a burden upon mf,!, and
were put out .of the game 01 ~ f~u(~, from far out in the court. In the latter I have transferred that burden to the
Quintana and Good were sent 111 telr part, however, the Tiger defcns(; crack- deans. The board of regents, the faculty,
positiOils.
cd wide open allowing the Lobos to the students, all have different tasks, but
\Yith only four seconds to play, Cree- work the hall well under the basket for all are interested in, the University and
cv dropped in a field goal in a freak shots.
its progress.''
b~ckhand shot that tied the count a.t For about the first fifteen minutes of 'Dr. Zimmerman brought up the main
30-30.
the second half, while the Lobo first points which, on the !face of things, are
"Little I oe" Quintana started the string mc11 were in the line~ up, the Ti- against the UniversitY, and showed how
scoring in the overtime period by sink- gers were_ uuablc to register a single each of them contained at; element that
·h1g a field goal with a Montezuma point. Against an entirely ne\\' team worked to the adva11tage of t~1e instituguard 011 his neck. Mulcahy added an- the visitors chalked up eight points tion.
lfFirst/' he said, "the University is
other with a short shot under the bas- against four for the Lobo second team.
kct. Creecy counted for the Baptists,
Tully opened the attack with a long young, Dean Hodgins, Miss Parsons,
making the count 34-32, Quintana add- diagonal shot, Carter tallied to tie the Deans Clark and Mitcbell, all have been
cd a free throw followed by Acord's score. Bryce dropped another long shot, here when it was in its infant days, yet
field goal before the game ended to give and the Tigers followed with the best in all probability its future is as Iong as
the Lobes the game.
offensive attack they showed all even- that of the nation. Students, faculty,
!\!ulcahy played his usual good game 1 it~g by making three baskets in succcs- president, and board of regents will all
· 11 pom
· t 111 a· 11 \Vitll 17 points • SIOil to •take an 8-4 lead. Mulcahy and c:ome and go, but dte University will
an d was 111g
endure. This period, and what we do
Tully bed
) • • an d Goc>d pia.1"Cd a wonderful 11
Quwtana
d Bthe soorc at
1 eight ali,• and uow, is important, becnuse it is a link
{tour game during the time they were ~ong au
ryce put t 1c Lobos 111 the
iu. Creecy, in an offensive position lead never to he headed. Bryce dropped in an unbroken chain,
"Second, it is poor. However, most
· ,~as
.
tl 1e outstanding Baptist auuther
Trauth added a
agaut,
f
1 lotlg shot,
1 · and T'
universities
have been poor. Chicago and
la cr. He scored nine points.
rce t Jrow,. w Hle the tgers gathered
Stanford
are
notable ~~ceptions. Our reP Y
two more fteld goals to make the score
sources will in all probability develop as
at the cud of the half 15-12.
Summary:
Lobos (35)
To start the second half, Long fol- the population grows, and more demands
FG FT PF lowed Mulcahy's shot for a neat bounce are made on the institution. While not
rich in material things, we have interest1
0
Quintana (f) ........ " 2
ed
alumni. \Ve have many friends, which
0 4
(Continued on Page Four)
'fmtth (f) ........... .. 1
you
will find in unsuspected places in the
5
1
Mulcahy (c) .......... , 6
!
state.
As a great asset, we are in a
0 2
Bryce (g) ........... .. 0
. Lobos Meet Normal
growing
city, which is friendly, We have
0
1 1
Tullr (g) ........ • .. .. 0
'ld
A
•'
•
iu
our
favor
the development of the state
1
4
Long (f) ............. . 4
I
cats,
ggtes,
educational forces. H we fit our pro0
0
Good (f) .... ., ....... . 0
And N, M, MinerS,gram wisely .into th~·· total educational
1
0
1
Black (g) ............ •
life of this state, the University will re0
0
Crist (g) ........ • · · • · • 0
The first stop on the Lobo trip thru ceive the support it merits, and gain an
Aftet' losing to the Lobos 'by the score
59 _19 a few weeks ago, the Montezuma
B ptists came back and played the Lob~: of£· their feet to. lose by a 35-34
score in an extra penod.

W

~
I. Arizona and Southern N cw Mexico will

increasingly honored place itt the educa;he for one game with the Northern tiona! life of New Mexico.
! Arizona Teachers at Flagstaff on \Yed-1
''Third, it is small. But most univer==~(~C~o~n~t~in~u~e~d~o~n~P~a~~~~e=4~)~==
'nesday,
February
16.
Although
the
1
sitics
have been small. Despite the small
=
:Lumberjacks hold a Jt .. JO victory over population of the state, the youth now in
Lhe Lobos, Hilltop}JCr supporters are ex- elementary and high schools will insure
· pecting the tables to he turned. The a satisfactory gro\vth.
I.obns wl'rc badly off form when they
"Frankly, I sec no grounds for dis' lust to the I..umlJcrjacks January 29.
couragemcnt in any of these three. We
· Iggy M u1ca h Y
!1 Bv
three
games while on the ncetl now a due appreciation of what we
Captam
· losing
· ,
•
New 1\IC"xtcc) tnp last week the Lumber~ have and are.
lgg:y Mulcahy came to the Lobos from I jacks were deiinitely eliminated from
"The t:nivcrsity, though young, small,
N'otrc l>amc three years ago, His first the contl'ndl't'S. for southwestern honors. and poor, has high academic standards.
yt.·ar out ou the Lt>ho sq1tad found him The TL·athers brought at1 undefeated 1 These will be maintained and elevated,
ptrmanent1y at the center f!dsition. For tL'attl to Albuquerque, and kept their and the ideals of the faculty insures this.
the tmst two seasons the uBig Irishman" slate dL~an mltil they met the 1\.fonte- "The Lniversity has a board of regents
lms !wen the! cream of south:wcst<!rn bas- zuma Baptists after the Lobo game.
keenly interested in its future and thorkl:tball as far as the cettter position
The Lumherjarks, however, tumed the ,oughlr qualified to guide in its future
gut's. Jggy, kuow11 a1so as j!De.1d Eye," tables 011 one of tht'ir victors by defeat- program.
,
is tht~ most dependable player on the ing the Las Vegas Nortnal quintet at "The Cniversity holds an honored place
Lobo team. He is a sure shot at~ the FlagstaH last Saturday 25 to 23, after in the institutional life of the state. I
lm~lwt. At the present time he is tar ln an extra period.
hm·c conferred with the state superinthe lead for the individual scorin~ hot\The second stop the New Mexico Lo .. ,tmdcut1 the president of the State Teachors. Mulcahy's dish is tossmg in field
goals from under the ba;kct with a
· (Continued on page 2)
(Con!inu_ed_ ~Page 3)
couple of guards draped over him. Mul· ·
cahy was selected as the captain of this
Yt.'ar'~ Lobo machine by Coach_ J...,htJson
at the: start of the seasm1~ He .is out
for the third southwestern champicnship
'vhich he helped bring to Nc·,v !\.fexico
Art Trauth
Bob Crist
for the pas.t two seasons.
Tot;tls ............... 14

17

13

.
0

I

I

RIEDLING MUSIC ·COMPANY

304 West Central

GO
LOBOS
FOR

LO·B

White Star Driverless
Car Company
Phone 6 512 West Central Ave,

by
MRS. HUG!< ROGERS
Maple
Phone 2513-J

University Coats
A

Phone

All Closed Cars

MEET ANNOUNCED

INDIAN TRADERS
be held in Albuquerque May 13 and 14,
under
the
ausl?ices
of
the
University.
games. Montezuma college always has
and will continue to stand foi- ·clean
Photographer& of Southwo;st
Thursday, May 12
athletics and the highest type of sports·
3 p, m., debating contests (if these!
'Rugs, Blankets, Curios
manshit), and the authorities of this are organized-Albuquerque high school
school believe that when it is necessary is working on this tnatter), Rodey Hall.
Old Indian Jewelry
to prepare for such outbteaks as. ordi7 :30 p, m,, debating contests, Rodcy
narily occur at these games, as instanc- Hall.
ed by Wednesday night's exhibition, it
Friday, May 13
is the best representation of clean ath9-12 a. m., Boy's and Girl's Tennis
letics to cancel thes·e gqmes, MonteContests,
University Courts.
MASTER
zuma college ha,s never before can2 p. m., Field and Track prelhninarwork is what you get
celled any athletic event, and will never
ies,
University
Fie.ld.
do so except when confronted by cir6 p. m., **Complimentary Dinner exLeggett's
cumstances such ~s those stated above.
tended
by
the
State
University
to
visitWe believe that you and every other
ENEMY TO DIRT
repres~ntative of clean athletics
and ing teachers and coaches, Sara RayCleaners & Hatters
,
true sportsmanship wilt agree that the nolds Hall.
7 :30 p, m., ~eeting of teachers and
action taken by Montezuma authorities
Phone 390, Office ll7 N, Fourth
coaches,
Sara Raynolds Hall,
is the course best representing the spirit
Your
garments
are insured
of athletics as it should be between
8 p. m., Declamatory Contests, Ro d ey
against
fire and
theft,
schools.
11
Saturd'ay, May 14
:. ·~ __
Vcry respectfully yours,
Hall,
''H. 11. Crain, Jr., director of athletics.
9-12 .a: m., Boy's and Girl's Tennis
_
"A. A. Dulaney, faculty conference Contests, University Courts.
1
We Sell Horne Contentment
reprsenfative.
10 a. m., Oratorical Contests, Rodey
"Dick Sammon, mana.ger of athletics," Hall,
2 p. m., Field and Track finals, Uni- ]
vcrsity Field.
113 W. GOLD AVE.
OFFICERS NAMED
6 ;30 p. m., ***Dinner extended by the ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Associated Students of the University
AT FRAT COUNCIL
to the winning contestants, University'
Commons.
We Just Received an
The Interfraternity Council, :Monday,
**Teachers' Dinuer. Places will be
at its first meeting this semester~ elected
reservrd for teachers and' coaches.
order of fine
Barney llur,ts as president for the pres***Dinner for the awarding of medals-.
ent Semester, Bob Ruoff, vice president,
Places will be reserved for winners in
STATIONERY
and Lyman Brewer secretary-treasurer.
all contests, and for teachers and-coachThe new officers were immediately ~n
es. It is hoped that places may be arstalled.
ranged so that all contestants may atThe first matter taken up was the tend this dinner.
University Pharmacy
purchase of a new scholarship cup, the
Passes for contestants, teachers, a11d
Free Delivery
previous trophy having been won percoaches, whose names apPear on thl! enmanently by Kappa Sigma. A commit- try blank, will be furnished.
Cor. Central & Cornell, Phone 70
tee composed of Bailey, Mulcahy and
Coen, of ,which Bailey was chairman,
was chosen to buy the new cup. The
FACULTY LOSES
price is not to exceed $25, and each
fraternity represented on the Council is
The Faculty 1mndbalt team rco:ci·vcc!l
First Savings Bank
to be assessed $5.00, The same rules its second defeat of the tourney Monday
in regard to permanent possession of the afternoon when the Independents beat
& Trust Company
cup arc to apply as have before been 111 J them 3 to 1. The Independents took the
effect.
first two games with JittJc difficulty.
Proposed changes in rushing rules Faculty then came back to win the
were contemplated and discussed, but third, but went into a slump and lost
We will appreciate your
the fourth and deciding game.
110 action was taken.
account
Haught, Nanninga and Johnson _playcd for the Faculty, Barber and Quill-

TAX I

20·00

PROGRAM FOR H. S.

•

'

AH!iough Loug decided to remain in
school, and rcpOI't for basketball after
the Lobos had played four games, l1c
quickly workc\1 himself into top form
to llccom.c a l'eg'ular forward. Like
i\!ukahy, he was a member of the 1925
and 192'6 championship tcctn1s, nnd last
Ycat· Wt! carried the distinction of the
Southwcst's best iorwa1'd, .tSqairt" or
~~Point a Minute," as Long is called,
stars hoth dcfcnsivety and offensively i
he is an accurate shot at the basket and
is ouc of the speediest players on the
l.oho squad. He will make his third
lcttel' this year.
Sid Black
Sid lllack is another man from Notre
Danu~. He is playing his sccoml year
with the Lobo quintet. His rcgulnt• position is at ru!iiting guard. Last yc:u· as
unumtudy fm• the ·illvincihlc Benny
Sacks, Sid b1·oke into many of the Lobo
games. This year he has seen service
in tnost of the games,

Bob Crist a !SO-pound Lobo guard,
1
may we-11 bc handed some credit .{or his
bask~thall tJlaying this year. Cnst was
n {our~lettcr man itt basketball in
Spl'ingficld, Ohio, High School. I:c
t<wk part iii the Chicago tournament ~n
1924, and was all-state guard of Ohto
ill 1925, His expcl'ioncc and basketball
ability have placed Crist. iu all bttt m~e
of the Varsity gatucs tll!S ycat-. He 1S
a nmn who can uot only guard ~ell,
and plny fhc game on the dcfeustve,
11 t one who can Imndle the ball and
play the baskets on the offenstvc.

.

"

Jim Tully
Jim Tully came to the Lobos f•·om
Tularosa High Scbool, where he was att
all·state guard in 1925. Last year Tully
was kept off the first strin¥ only by tl~c
pt•cscncc of the Wilson-Sacks cocnbt·
nnlitm. This year he is on.e of tl~c
mainstny.s or the LoljQ macluuc. ~~Its
lw~itiml is back guard. Tully also ts n
w;ck shut Rt the basket. His high shots
ll'nm the ccJttcr o£ the C(}Utt have been
the feature oi nHuty a Lobo game.

This is Art's first year on the Lobo
squad, In 1925 he was center on the
Albuquerque High School team, state
champions that represented New Mexico at Chicago. Last year he _played
with the Piggly Wiggly quintet. Although never as high a scorer as Mulcahy, Long, or Quintana, Art plays a
first dass floor game, going at top
speed all the time. His chic£ factor in
scoring ls following up shots to bat the
ball through the loop. He is a very
h11portaut cog -in the Lobo machit1e.

CHAMPS

18, 1927
LOBOS EASILY WIN
FROM MINERS

69-25

LOBOS

LEAVE

FOR

LONG ARIZONA TRIP

Coach Johnson, accompanied by the
Ore Diggers Collapse Under Fast
Lobo
squad of ten men left Wednesday
Lobo Attack.
morning at 3 o'clock fot• Flagstaff,
After the New Mexico Miners took where the team plays the first game of
an early lead, which the LoboS over- the six-gatne trip. \Vedncsday 11ight the
came the first five minutes of the game, Lobos tackle the Northern Adzona
the Hitltoppers steadily increased their Lumberjacks ior a return garne.
The men maldng the trip include Caplead to score a lopsided victory over
tain
Iggy Mulcuhy, Malcolm Long, Art
the Ore Diggers by the score 69-25.
Trauth, Chili Bryce, Jim Tully, Charles
The Miners opened up for the first Renfro, Sid Black, Pete Good, Bob Crist
five minutes of the game with terrific and Joe Quintana.
speed. They raJlicd for a short time
after tltC Lobos had taken a four~point
advantage, to take the long end of an MULCAHY LEADS
8-4 score. From this time to the end,
LOBOS
SCORING
the Ore Diggers wet·e badly mJtclassed.
Probably the reason for their poor
Figures of the nine games played by
showing during the last three-quarters the Lobos show Captain Iggy MulcahJ:'
of the game was due to the close call- leading the !)ack in scoring. Mulcahy
ing of the fouls. Referee Jones called has scored a total of 150 points. ':fl'lis
a total of 26 fouls, 17 being on the Min- total includes 60 field goals and 30 free
ers. One Lobo and two Miners were throws.
put out of the game,
Malcolm Long follows Mulcahy. In
The Lobos took their two-basket lead three less games than Mulcahy, Long
when Trauth missed his free throw, but has scored a total of 52 points, 24 field
recovered the ball for a field goal, and goals and 4 free throws.
Trauth is next in order with 45 points,
Chili Bryce dropped a field goal. Then
Klein and Fuhrman each connected to followed by Quintana, Bryce and Tully
·
double the Lobo score, - Trauth and in order.
The scoring record for the first nine
Bryce put th{! Lobos in the lead again.
The Miners. tallied again to tie the games are as follows:
G FG FT TP
score. From this point the Lobos grad60
30
ually pulled away. The best the Miners Mulcahy (e) , .... 9
150
24
could do for the remainder of the half Long (f) ........ 6
4
52
21
3
was one field goal and a free throw. Tmuth (f) .. , ... 9
45
16
The Lobos took full advantage of the Quintana (f) ..... 9
7
39
17
Miner's passes and fouls to run the Bryce (g) ........ 9
1
35
15
1
31
score to 37-13. Good replaced Trauth Tully (g) .... ., .. 9
Good (f, g) ...... 6
8
for the last few minutes of the half.
6
22
5
2
To start the second half, Good added Renfro (f) , ...... 7
12
4
2
two free throws and a field goal, and Black (g) ....... 8
10
4
Mulcahy recovered his old time shoot- Hammond (£) .... 3.
I
9
1
ing form to sink seven Held goals and Crist (g) ........ 8
1
3
a free throw. Moffett made the only
Miner score during Mulcahys drive. At Totals . , .... , ......... 175
58 408
Total
Opponents
...
,
,
,
98
this point Quintana, Black and Crist re39
235
placed Long, Bryce and Tully, and
TraUth went back into the game reDuring a Brooklyn wedding the other
placing Mulcahy at center. The Min- day a black cat walked into the church.
ers played on about even terms with this This had led some to hope that cats arc
shifted Lobo line-up, Good and Quin- beginning to take marriage mora sertana kept up the· scoring for the Lobos, iously.
while Klein made all of the ]..finer's ==-=-=~==-=-=-==·=scores. Five minutes before the end,
Lo11g and Renfro replaced Good and
Quintana, and :Mulcahy took Trauth's
place.
1fulcahy carried off l1igh scoring honCoach Roy Johnson
ors with a total of 29 points, He tallied
Since
coming
to the University of
twelve field goals and five free throws.
New
Mexico
seven
years ago, Johnson
He scored four more points than the
has
put
the
univcrshy
in the athletic poentire Miner team. Klein was easily
sition
it
now
is.
In
the
field of basket~
the star of the Ore Digger quintet. He
ball
especially
he
has
been
very sucregistered eleven of his team's total
cessful.
Until
the
year
1923
the Lobo
pointsJ and played a fast, clean floor
was
selected
from
the
fraternity
quintet
game. Trauth rang up five field goals,
and Bryce made four from his guard teams playing in the intramural tournaments, The first year of real University
position.
basketball was 1923, The team bad to
Summary:
be content with only four practices a
Lobos (69)
week,
t\vo in the armory and two in the
FG FT PF
High
School
gym. The team met with
Trauth (f, c). . . . . . .. . . . 5
0
4
only mediocre success. T1tc next year
the Lobos blossomed out in southwest(Continued on Page 2)
ern rating. Tlte team split even in the
two-game series with Arizona. That
year the Lobos were rat-ed the best team
in the southwest. For the next two years
the Lobos were undisputed southwestern
champions. Johnson, from his first year,
Chili Bryce
has made a wonderful record consider ..
"Chilr' Bryce is playing his third ing the material offered him to work
y~ar with the LobosJ and is out for his with. This year his third championship
second letter. He missed his Jetter it1 out of four years appears very bright.
1925 by a very small margin. Last year
Pete Good
he easily rated his NM. This year be
Pete Good comes to the University
is first team guard. VVith TullyJ the iron1 Frankfort, Indiana, where lte made
other Lobo guard, the pflir fortns the a 11a111e for hhnsell as an all~around
great Lobo defense. He has also an ath1ete. He played on the Frankfort
uncanny eye for the basket. In several High School team, which rated Indiana.
games his long shots front far out in high school champions. Good was sethe court have kept the Lobos in the lected oil the all-time all-Indiana quinrunning.
tet. He enrolled at the Unive1·sity the
second setnestei:'1 and quickly took his
Joe Quintana
place oll the Lobo sq11ad. AI though
uLittle Joe" Quintana came to the hampered slightly by the distinct change
Lobos from the crack Menaul basketball of play from Indiaha basketball, he has
team. His last two years tliere he rat- already shown his ability at boUt fored all-state forward. This is his second warcl and guard positions.
Charlie Re11fro
year 011 the Lobo squall. Last year
"Frogs" Retlfro is playi11g 1iis fourth
he made a uumeral. This year he is almost sure oi making his NM~ Quin- year with the Lobos. He has his letter
tana is probably the smallest J)layer for the three previo11s se~sons. Although
that ever made a Lobo team, Although Chal*lie has never rated a first team
very stnall of stature, "Little Joe" is positioni he has seen action in almost
one o£ the fastest men ot1 the Lobo every Lobo game lor the past four seasquad. He shows his class at shooting sons. This will be l1is last ycat with
the Lobos.
baskets with shots f.otu the sidelines.
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FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 18, 1927
A GREAT INVENTION
Basketball, as almost everybody knows, was deliberately invented and did not gradually evolve, as
most other games did. This great national indoor
pastime of America, though only conceived in 1891,
has spread to all corners of the globe and is now
probably played by more people than any other competitiYe sport. To bear 'out that statement, let me
quote from the sport pages of the New York Times
of Sunday, December 26, as follows: "At a recent
meeting of the officials of the Joint Basketball
Rules Co=ittee in this city, it was stated that there
is now a total of 15,000,000 persons playing basketball in this country.'' As no one claims more than
a sixth of that number for golf, tennis, or any other
sport, it would seem that the cage game is the Idng
of them all, indoo1·s or out.
The fathet· of basketball, Dr. James Naismith,
now a profess01· at the. University of Kansas, invented the game when he was a teacher at Springfield
College, Mass. The worthy professor had no idea,
naturally, that some daY. he'd be teaching this child
of his brain to a son of his own, or that the sport he
invented would be played in India, China, Greece,
South America, and other foreign parts.
A game not unlike basketball was played by the
llfaya Inilians of Central America over 750 years
ago. At Chichen Itza, in the Yucatan Peninsula,
there still stands a great ball court or tlachtli field,
where the natives used to have their sport. The objer!t of the game was to drive a solid rubber ball
through a stone ring set twenty-four feet above the
level of the court at each end of the field. The
playing area was about as large as our modern ~oat
ball field, and if these Indians played "tlachtli"
anything like the North American Indians used to

play lacrosse, why· the modern game of basketball
is tame by comparison.
.
Basketball now ranks with ice hockey as one of
the fastest and most thri!Hng of all games, and even
American football, the leader in popularity and mon·
ey malting power of all the intercollegiate sports, is +•
often called ''glorified basketball,''

NEW. MEXICO LOBO

jsocTETY

FRESHMEN MUST BE TAUGHT BY EXAMPLE
.

.

pe~n T~o~as Ark!e Clark .of the Umvers1ty of
Illinois, or1gmator of the <:ffiCe of D;an of ~en
and the mo~t fa~ous man 1~ t}mt offiCe,. explams
what he beheves

lS

a fratermty s duty to 1ts frMh-

men.

"A fraternity should set for its freshmen the
best possible example of good manners, good conduct and good scholat•ship," Dean Clark claims.
"Freshmen are mimics," he explains, "and they
are more apt to follow examples than do what they
are told. If you set good manners, good conduct
and good scholarship before them they will adopt
them. They like to do what 'the big boys' are dojng.''

Dean.Clark tells the fraternity men who visit him
at his office to discuss problemsthat "freshmen can
be taught best through example." G9od manners,
good conduct, and good scholarship are listed by him
as the most valuable things that fraternities may
teach the flighty beginners. ·Equipped w~th those
three things any freshman should develop into a real
asset for a fraternity, he believes.
"A f
raterm'ty can b e f amous am1 h'Jghiy respec t ed
for its social finesse," says the good dean, "but visitors at fraternity houses usually form impressiolll!
of the organization by the courtesies and manners of
the members:''

-·

If You Want Quick Resulls When

BASKETBALL RECORD
The record given below of the New
Mexico Lobo's basketball season
shows the Lobos far in advance of
their opponents in the score column.
Of the nine games played by the
Hilltoppcrs so far this season, they
have won seven and lost two.
The Lobos hold· two victories over
Montezuma, two over the Las Vegas
Tigers and one over Flaggs, Belen
1\ferchants, and New Mexico Miners,
The two defeats were handed the
Lobos by the Tulsa Eagles, and
Flagstaff Lumberjacks. Both of these
losses were by one field goal.

was served at the close of the gam
E ac h g~est was presented with a ties,
perfume flask tied with meline and lit~~
hearts.
PHI MU
BRIDGE PARTY
Last Saturday afternoon the activ
members of Phi Mu entertained at e
benefit bridge at the Women's Club.
guests pla~ed ~ard~ for over an hour at
the end of which bme a first prize was
a warded Miss Eula Hendricks. A favor
an attractively decorated pencil wa;
given to the high score holder a; each
table.
The decorations were carried out in
the .idea of Valentine's Day, for hearts
were used on the walls as well as for
table decoration. The scores were small
red hearts with Phi Mu written in
Greek letters.
After the games refreshments of cof.
fcc and cakes were served to th.e guests.
BETA SIGMA OMICRON
INITIATION AND BANQUET
The Alpha Eta chapter of Beta Sigma
Omicron held initiation last Sunday at
the home of Miss Dorothy Cheney at
200 N. Elm Strett. They were assisted
in the ceremonies by their members
from other chapters who live in town,
Miss Margaret Collister and Miss Ethel
Freed became members of the fraternity,

His text- book was
a freight-car

Th:

A. B. Milner

-·I

I

t~e: ~~~~

HATS
·
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Friendship's Perfect GiftYour Photograph
Phone 923
313Y, W. Central

Toilite1:ies
Garden Court
Penslcir Remedies

Weitgenant's Drug Store
"Prescription Specialists''
Phone 1691-W
1424 E. CENTRAL AVE
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,

SERVICE
•

ROSENWALD'S
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WHEN Corliss
A. Bercaw went
down to the
tracks to get
facts for his thesis
in 1918, he was
only following a
lifelong habit,

From the time he was old
enought to delight in the shrill
whistle of a locomotive, through
his student days at California
Institute of Technology, the
most fascinating thing in the
world to him was a railroad train.
It isn't just happy chance that,
at 29, he is a Sales Engineer in
the Transportation Division of
the Westinghouse Company, at
Philadelphia. And it was quite
natural that Bercaw should have
an important share in the negotiations involving one of the
most re~olutionary transportation developments of the century
-the development of the gaselectric rail car.
This design provides locomotion within the passenger car

"What'.J the ftllure with n
' - \ large organization?" That

is what college met/ f()tJTJt to !mow
first if all. That questia!l is lmt
answered bj tlu acco1!lplithlllenl!
of other.r witlJ similar traini11g
and like opporttl'llt'ties. Tlli.r is
Otlt of a ;eries of adf!ertiuments
portrayi11g the progress at Westinghouse if college gradtJafcs, off
tlu <atnpus so111e fioc-eigbttell yean.

now he is engaged in selling,
among other things, these cars,
representing. the newest idea in
railroad transportation.

itself. So on many branch lines
locomotives can be discarded
with great saving to' railroad
companies and with increased
convenience to passengers_
But to perfect this new car
required thorough cooperation
between the Westinghouse and
Brill Companies, whose engineers supplied, respectively, ~he
electric generator and gas engme
which, combined, give this car
its practical advantages. Bercaw
acted as a liaison man during
this development stage, and

NEW MEXICO'S
LEADING

DEPARTMENT STORE

When Bercaw entered the
Graduate Students' Course !It
East Pittsburgh in May, 1919,
he was fresh from college-and
naval aviation. His enthusiasm
for railroading was not allowed
to cool-he wasn't shunted into
unfamiliar lines. For thirteen
months he was a student in the
Railway Shops. Then for six
months in the General Engineering Department he learned how
to apply Westinghouse Equipment to railroad needs. It was a
logical step next to the Heavy
Traction Division of the Sales
Department at East Pittsburgh.
And two and a-half years there
landed him in his important
work in Philadelphia. .
To men who find a railroad
train fascinating, Westinghouse
opens a field that has unlimited
opportunities for success.

Excelsior
The
Soft Water Laundry
Firat & Roma
Phone 177

ALBUQUERQUE, N.M.

Westinehouse

BASKETBALL and
TENNIS SHOES

--------------------~~~--------------

•

Allen's Shoe Shop
We Sell Home Contentment

Star Furniture Co., Inc.

Tokyo cxpertcnced an average o
,
·
f 14 'sTUDENT BODY ASSEMBLY
for greater things in the educational
earthqtlakes a day during 1925. The rnaHEARS DR. ZIMMERMAN of the state.
jority of them were minor disturbances.

11

(Continued from Page 1)

Blondes
Lobo Ads Phone 1000

Icipals.

for Spring

THE OAK LEAF STUDIO
103 N. Fourth

We have an up-to-date Taxidermy
and Fur Shop in our place of

busineBS,

F. GLIED, Prop.

PARKER PENS'
and Pencils

A complete line of
New Patterns and
Combinations in all
the new shades.

University Pharmacy
FREE DELIVERY
Cor. Central & Cornell

Phone 70

:£1nt4rr'n may
It will soon be here

II 7 West Copper Ave.

Teacher's Agency

wi~

'

Gentlemen
Prefer 'em

Southwestern Educational
Exchange
School Supplies

These forces will work

I

A NEW STUDIO
For Portraits, Paintings, and
Photographs

G

I'VEN
BRO~
'Vc kceo !hi prlc:ca
dcnm vhere IIIey belOo!l'

303 W. Central Phone 189
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Tbe University has a small student

body, but one whose qua1ity of mind and
ers' associatioit, and presidents of nearly heart is equal to; if not superior to, that
all of the institutions of higher learning, of .any institution it has ever been my
as with many superintendents and prin~ privilege to be connected with.

113 W. GOLD AVE.
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Student's Varsity Shop

Miss A. P. Milner

:!'Jilibter 8tubin

c.

A~iz:n~ ~0 ~~~c Cru::s~a

WRITING HOME
FOR MONEY
Use Our Pound Papers
They are priced right, are highly
attractive, and will carry your
appeal straight to the old man's
heart.
NEW MEXICO
BOOK
STORE
203 W. Centro!
Avenue
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NOTICE
The Pan-Hellenic dance, which wa~
listed for Saturday, February 26, on
the social calendar, has been postponed
until Friday, March 11.
BETA SIGMA OMICRON
BRIDGE PARTY
Miss Virginia Bragg entertained at
bridge at her home in honor of the
actives and pledges of Beta Sigma Omicron. Valentines were used throughout
for decorations. At each table there was
a candle with a shade of hearts which
were lighted during the luncheon which

An informal banquet was hold at the
Dean Clark, by the way, helpecl organize the IlliThe statistics show that the Lobos Franciscan in honor of the new initiates
nois chapter of Alpha Tau Omega ancl for several have amassed a total of 408 points in and the new pledges who are Ada Zol·
years was national president of that fraternity. As a the nine games, which is an average man and Caroline Swendson. At the
leader in national Interfraternity Council affairs he of 45,33 points per game. The total different places simple place cards with
always has been influential in furthering the inter- includes 175 field goals and 58 free the Beta Sigma Omicron crest were
ests of the Greek letter groups. He has been the throws. The total opponents' score, used.
particular avenging genius against societies antago- 235 points averages only 26.1 points BETA SIGMA OMICRON
nistic to college fraternities. His membership in per game. In the total is 93 field BUFFET SUPPER
Alpha Tau Omega does not claim his attention ex- goals and 39 free throws.
Tomorrow evening Mrs. Frank Butt
elusively, for he takes a close interest in the affairs
The Lobo basketball record includ- will entertain the active and pledge
of all fraternities and is constantly advising the ing games of this week is as follows: members of Beta Sigma Omicron at a
house officers of the chapters at Illinois.
Lobos 35
Eagles
buffet supper at her home.
37
During more than thirty years in his office he
Lobos 59
Montezuma 19
MRS, RING
always has been in close touch with fraternities and
Lobos 45
Flaggs
16
ENTERTAINS INFORMALLY
fraternity men and has long been their champion
Lobos 30
Lumberjacks 31
Last Sunday evening Mrs. Ring en·
both on the Illinois campus and throughout the UnitLobos 41
Merchants
28
tertaincd the dormitory girls at a buffet
ed States. "Fraternities," he says, "constantly do
Lobos 47
Tigers
25
supper for Ruth R'ing. The affair was
a great deal toward supporting the worthy interests
Lobos 59
Miners
25
held in an informal way in the Girls'
of the university and' in serving to direct student
Lobos 35
Montezuma
34
Dormitory. The guests were: Misses
activity along desirable lines. "-The Caduceus.
'Lobos 47
Tigers
20
Cleo Kennedy, Helen Stanifer, Rita
.
Dilley, Margaret Hitson, Ruth Scott,
.
I
·
T
tal
408
0
t
235
Fay
GillSIGMA
and Eudora
Foster.
Loboa Meet Normal, Wildces, where they will engage the New girls, or else you're sure they really mean '-;:;;;;;;;;;;o;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;pp;;o;;n;;c;;n;;s;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;: j BETA
OMICRON
cats, Aggies, N. M. Miners Mexico Aggies for a two-game series it-Moo Moo.
~
DANCING PARTY
February 21 and 22. After the Aggies
A prayer will be offered for the souls . h
b
f h
·
·
f'
·
£
d
b
wtt
a
groan
eware
o
t
e
umoon"
An
informal
given inbyhonthe
(Continued from page one)
lost to the New lfextco l\ mcrs, thetr o our eparted basket aU players, es-jin this old to':vn
pledges of Beta dance
Sigmawas
Omicron
bos will make on their trip will be for stock was far belo\v par, But after they pecially when they play the Miners. If
U .
: · f C I'd
a two-game series with the
held the strong Arizona Wildcats 28-23 we understand the lfiners, they want
W ld Jb o
• A rtzona
•
ntversttv
oo r ge
or o£ their act1'vc n1embers and tl1e1'r
Wildcats at Tucson. In all probability in their first game, their stock rose. blood, and their own referee.
If houA Ac oCur name,
guests. The programs were of a pledge
Larry Seamans seems to be in the vegethis series wi ll d ec1'de t he sou!h western They lost the second game to the Wildt c · · ·
design for they represented the red urn
championship. The Lobos ]lave defeat- cats 37-15.
table and fruit business, togeU1er with
Should have their way.
which is a symbol on the fraternity
The last game to be played by the ;everal other Pi K. A. pledges.
We Wonder Ifpledge pin, During the entire evening
cd New Mexico Miners, and the Wildcats have handed the New Mexico Ag- Lobos will be at Socorro Febru~ry 23
Coach Johnson has a way of saving
1. Jane Huning ever rides down the punch was served to the guests. :Miss
gies two setbacks.
with the New :Mexico Miners. In the transportation money. He told
0. hill alone.
Margaret Collister was in charge of the
T he \v
lldcats
are·
out
to
square
a
c
..
first
engagement
of
the
two
teams
the
Brown
e
would
take
him
to
the
Drake
·
vv
t
spcec
1
a
1e
as"'
h
2 To1nmy "'alsl 's
l t tl b
partvJ and Dr, and Afrs. NarJJlJ.JJga acted.
counts with the Lobos for the two beat- Lobos easily outclassed the ~finers to Relays if 11C threw the javelin 185 feet. kctb a ll game was ex
· t cmporaneous.
as chaperones.
ings they took at the hands of the Hill- win by the lopsided score of 69 to 25.
This is our idea of saving the cost of
3. The Varsity cheer leaders will
------toppers last year. After a very closely
The Miners were badly off form and C. O.'s railroad fare.
ever give a cheer for the opposing team, LOBOS EASILY WIN
refereed game the Lobos won the first their play was considerably slowed up
Extra-Girl Breaks Leg-Extra
4. The Freshmen think they will have
FROM MINERS 69-25
tilt, 34-22; then in the frcc-for~all the by the close calling of fouls. The game
Barbara Nell Thomas was found se- the support of the upper classmcn when
next Wednesday will probably see the vcrely injured when she fell off seat No. they arc sophomores,
following night the Lobos won 40-15.
(Continued from page 1)
The Wildcat line-up will have only Miners playing a much better brand of 269 at the bleachers Monday night. First
5. Frances Brooks learned to skate
Long (f) .. . .. . • .. .. .. .. 1
1
0
two of last year's quintet.. Captain basketbalL However, the odds heavily aid \\'as rendered on the field by Ted in several sittings,
Mulcahy
(c)
...........
12
5
2
Brookshire is playing his fourth year at favor the Lobos to again take the mcas- Clark.
6. Peggy Cooney will ever grow up
Bryce (g) .. .. .. .. .. . .. . 4
0 0
the center position. lie is the most urc. of the Ore Diggers.
1\fiss Janet lfathews, world renowned to the expectations o£ Barney Google.
Tully
(g)
........
,
.
..
..
1
0
1
fl ashy fl oor payer
l
on th e W 1'ldca t
This game wiU mark the close of the Swimmer,.
WJ'll appear m
1 tt1on
·
· an ex h'b•
· at 7. Stanley Stubbs curls his l1a1'r.
Good (f) ............ ., 3
S
I
squad.
L b
·1
h h
k
the Sunshine next Monday. It is hoped
8. T. J, Williams is broadcasting the Quintana (f) . .. .. .. .. .. 2
0
1
Gridley and :Miller are the two Wild;:e
that she will demonstrate the famous meaning of his initials.
Renfro (f) . ., . .. .. .. .. . 0
0
0
cat forwards. Miller is a two-letter return to Albuquerque Thursday.
crawl which she used in crossing the 9. Some day, Judy will be trampled
Black
(g)
.............
,
0
0
0
ma1i. His play in the Pacific Coast serJemez Ja~t summer.
to death by the crowds when Rus
Crist (g) ............. , 1
0
0
ies assured him of his place on the
Our sympathy, :Malcolm. You and Haynes throws a cigarette butt away,
Total ................ 29 11
9
10. Pete Good will ever grow out of
team. Gridley was on the squad lastir-------------~IIBctty seem to be getting some t~ugh
year but did not make his letter.
breaks.
.
his Indiana warp.
Minero (25)
FG~ FT PF
Sorenson and Brown are both new
It has been suggested to dedicate the
11. Dick Vann, Gco. Boyd and Fred
Klein
(f)
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
5
1 2
men to Arizona U basketball. Sorenproposed memorial gate of the Univer- Nohl w111 keep their new pins over two
h
Moffett
(f)
..
..
..
..
.
..
.
2
0
·
f
T
S
T
h
h
·
weeks,
soh a1Is rom empe tate eac ers
stty, not to t e soldiers who died in
2
0 2
College wliere he made a name for himFrance, but to the fell'ows who played
12. Frank Lowe has ever learned to Fuhrman (c) .. .. .. .. .. 2
Cronin (g) ............ , 0
0
self in Northern Arizona history.
the Texas Aggies.
play tenttis.
4
(g)
•
..
..
..
..
.
..
•
0
2
Myatt
4
In the fourteen games played by the
Varsity football suits for next year
13, Either Charlie Renfro or Tex
0
l
\Vildcats this year they have lost only
will be green. sO witt most of the 1113_ Munice will' win the position o£ 11escort Heacox (g, g) .. .. .. .. .. 0
Baldwin
(g)
..
..
..
..
.
..
I
I
two, to U. S. C. They hold twelve
No, Dot, a neckerchief is not the head !erial Coach will have tp work wHh.
to the Governor's Daughter.'' They re0
McMurray (g) ••..•..•• 0
1
victaries, the last from the New Mcxi- of a sorority.
Sorry Ruth fell down the dorm stairs. mind us of Judge Blot! and Jiggs.
2
Total ... , , , •.• , . . • . • . 10
5 17
co Aggies, last Friday and Saturday.
Barney Burns bas been engaged by the Fred, however, is now free to offer
14. Eileen Emigh will ever pronounce
The Wildcat's basketball schedule for Will Rogers troupe. Barney, one of our sympathy. A rapid recovery is expected. her name t1te way it is spelled.
+·-"-~·--··----·-·-••
this season follows:
talented young actors, will play the im- All contl'ibutiollS to this colum11 will
15. Anyone is sore at this column. If
January 7 and 8, Wildcats 33; Frosh portant role of the pole that Will throws be gratefully received, Names will be so, will they write us a letter? In the
MARCELLE 75c
20. Wildcats 38; Frosh 18.
his rope at.
withheld, and we'll take · the blame, manner of the Liberty Magazine we
,. :Uioc:ks from Ualver1lty
Jan, 15 and 16, Wildcats 21; U. S. C.,
Nell Rhodes, Betty Haymaker, Bolly Otherwise we will soon begin to sound wil! publish all criticisms or praise~ (of
by
26. Wildcats 15; U, S, C. 44.
Boykin, and Rus Kienart with the aid of like College Humor. Send in your winch we expect none) under a heading
MRS, HUGH ROGERS
Jan, 17, Wildcats 28; Alhambra 24. Charlie of the Pig S!and will be hosts at slams and confessions, true or other- •of"Pop Vox, ''Let's Imve )'our letters.
201 s. Maote
l'bone 2Stlol
Jan. 18, Wildcats 23; Whittier 19.
a "stray greek" dance. Chaperones will wise.
ilir.:: ..
Jan, 21 and' 22, Wildcats 35; Tempe be Gus Pavlantos and Gus, the shoeOn the Tombstone
Teachers 28. Wildcats 43; Tempe 25. shiner. Refreshments will be furnished
Here lies the body of Janet Ma:tbews.
Jan. 28 anti 29, Wildcats 36; Pboenix by the Li6erty Cafe.
Initiafcd, slJC wasn't, her grades were
Junior College 30.
It has been rumored that Mr. and Mrs. too :iew.
Jan. 31 and Feb. 1, Wildcats 33; TeJ11• Lester Brown (nee Jane Kilmey) will
Under this stone is all that remains
"A Catnpus Institution"
pe Teachers 26.
make the trip to Vegas with the Flagg of our friend, Robert Ruoff, He thot
Sandwiches,
Feb. 11 and 12, Wildcats :is; N. M. basketball team February 19. We• hope he would get. through by bluffing in Dr.
Milk
Lester won't get hurt (in the game, we Roloff's class.
Aggies 23. Wildcats 37; Aggies IS.
Fresh Candy Bars,
Feb, 18 and 19, New Mexico Lobos at mean) l
Here lies Joh11 W. Moore, Tried to
and Everything "Tuty"
Tucson.
Having seen so many new pins on the see 'through a keyhole of the back-stage
Mar. 4 and 5, Whittier at Tucson.
campus, we have an idea that soon we'll door.
After the two games with the Wlld- . be heating the tinkling of falling brass.
Beneath !!lis tombstone is all that
cats, the Lobos drop down to Las Cru· Don't take them unless they are ]cwcllcd, rcmaias of C. 0. Brown; say we all

p
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"Our plans must be made for the future, but you, as students1 are central in
all our tasks, To enrich your minds, to
develop you morally and physically, is our
fundamental ai111. Your scholarship rec~
ord, your college spirit, your fraternities,
all are things which we, as £acuity mem~
bers 1 are interested in. You are entitled
to advice, but the burden is on your
shoulders, es!)ecia1Iy in the case of the
upperclassmen.

Faultless Laundry and
Dry Cleaning
We apedalize on fancy
dreuea and ladies' apparel
Phone 147 o.r give work to
Student Agents

The Imperial
Laundry Co.
I1~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Always Best
in

"A due appreciation of what we are, a
wise use o£ what we have, will insure
the future and wlrat we shall become.''

Dry Goods
and

Ladies··
Ready~toWear

RENT .A CAR
Drive it Yourself

~~

White Star Driverleas
Car Company
Phone 6

512 West Central .Ave,

Have your pictUI·e made
for her now

l.incaJn·~ Fordsol\
.-::::l.AaS~T.R.ttCJCS-'rRAC'1'0RIIII

BROOKS' STUDIO
Phone 389

418 W. Central

QUICKEL AUTO & SUPPLY CO.
Ph on• 1"50

..
• •

•• ••

•• ·•

::

600 West Central
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First Round
Pi Kappa Alpha 44; Coronado Club 6.
Sigma Chi 40; Independents 5.
Kappa Sigma 22; Omega Rho 13:
In the opening round of the mtra ..
tral tournament the Pi Kappa Alphas,
1111
•
Ch'IS JUmpe
'
d
Kappa Sigs, and S1gma
into the lead.
Sigma Chi- Independent
The Sigs early took the game in hand
t win by the tophcavy score of 40-5.
I~olzadelli rang up six field goals and a
fn•c throw for high point honors. Forker and Brown each made seven
;oints. For the losers, Jaramillo was
the only player to connect for a field
goaL The Sigma Chi outfit looked like
a winning quintet.
Kappa Sigma-Omega Rho
The Omega Rho quintet played out
ill the last half to fall before the Kappa
Sigs in the second game, The score
was close during the first half, the
Kappa Sigs leading at the half, 6-5. In
the second half Boyd and Clark got
their eye on the basket and ran the
score to 22~13. Boyd accounted for ten
of his team's points. Clark dropped in
three iield goals. The basket shooting
of the Omega Rho team was very poor,
Pi Kappa Alpha-Coronado Club
The Pi Kaps had little difficulty in
downing the Coronado Club in their
first games last Wednesday night. The
Pil<S took the lead early and rapidly
inrrrased their lead. Barrows was the
outstanding player of the game with
ten fitld goals to his credit for high
pulnt honors. Stubbs was the Coronado
Club star.

•
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fo-....00. it betted Bett.er than anything I had
e>= S!l:liOked. Tnat"s my story and I'm going
ro ~ to it.. "When siren-brands try to flirt, I
jest give them the Frigidstaire. I know what I
Ere in a~ an.d .mat I like is Prince A1hert1
The instant you break the seal on the tidy red
th and get that wonderlul fragrance of real
td::a:co, you know you are in for a pipe-treat.
Y(;= mouth fairlv waters for a taste of tobacco
tkt smells as g~ as that. Then you load up
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CooL Sweet. Fragrant. Ofd words, I'll ad·
m!:, but you get a brand-n.evt idea of how much
they can mean in a pipe-bowl packed with P. A.
:Ma:;-he you';·e always thought such pipe-plea·
sme was ~·just around the corner!' Try a load
of Prince Albert and turn that corner!

~RINGE ALBERT

Ck:at.en .&: :Haf:hn

It Pays :to Look Wdl
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CRAIGBRO.S.

Central Barber Shop
305 W. Cattral Ave.

First Savings Bank
& Trust Company

BAPTISTS LOSE TO
LOBOS 34-35

CLOTHES

We wiii appreciate YO<:r
&ccOI:II1t
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And Cut to Ordn

ESTABLISHED ENGLISH UNIVERSITY
STYLES, TAILORED OVER YOUTHF"UL
CHARTS SOLELY F"OR DISTINGUISHED
SERVICE IN THE UNITED STATES.

iZ

TAX I
Phone

2000
All Closed Can

BASKETBALL
Tetti'Jia
'

';

Track
Suppliec

BRIDGEMAN ELECTRIC CO.
102 Harvard Avenue
FJXTI;,1re5 APPLIA!'\CE.S SCPPLIES
"Correct Lighting Makes Study a Pl-e''

Suits and Topohts

•4o, •4s, •so

University Coats ~
I
A

T the. Big Eanern and Coast Universities, jackets in
the U colors are very popular: We have a stock
of these coats in the U. N. M. colors. They make
fine smoking jackets and are good for sport wear at any
time.
Come in and see these jacket.. and others with
fraternity emblems. Also pillows and pennant.. in colors
with tmblemo.

"

M. Mandell
Local Dealer

116 WEST CENTRAL AVENUE

I.

Raabe Mel Mauger
Hardware Co.
ht Mel Coppe.-. Ph. 305

208 W. CENTRAL

PHONE 19

SUNSHINE THEATRE
Perfectly V mztilated

Pipe Organ

FRIDAY

SAVE

SAVE

"'l&!J A4 GOD!! lor !II< 011 a. S2$
S!lllPZlf'l'III'E COXOY PIPE

at

Ringling Bros. Cigar Store

ALBUQUERQUE GAS &ELECTRIC CO.

"SYNCOPATING SUE"
5 ACTS VAUDEVILLE

"AT YOUR SERVICE"

SATIJRDAY ONLY

'----'-'F_:O_:O:..:T-LOOSE WIDOWS"
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Lobos 34, Flagstaff 36

s·

-no other tobacco is like it!

S'I!iJi<t>:ESS B.A2B:EJZ SHOP
A1iii

LOBUS BEAT ACGIES AND MINERS, SPLIT WITH
WILDCATS, LOSE TO FLAGSTAFF, ON 8DAY TRIP

The Lobo jinks was on hand for the
first game of their trip through Arizona
and New lifexico. The Lobos lost their
second game of the season to the
Northern Arizona Teachers at Flagstaff
last \Vednesday night by the score 3634. The loss put a· definite crimp in
the southwestern championship aspira:
tions of the Lobos.
\Vith the score tied at 34 all with one
minute to play, Detloff, Lumberjack
center, heaved a long one handed shot
from the center of the court for the
winning basket. It was the most spectacu1ar shot ever made on a Flagstaff
court.
..
The Lobos were greatly handicapped
by the absence of Chili Bryce from the
line~up. Most of the Lobo squad had
a chance to fill the speedy guards shoes.
Crist, Good, and Black were rushed
into the game in order to try to hold
down the Lumberjack scoring. Even
Bryce was put in the game, but had to
retire after two minutes. Sid Black
finished the game at the guard position.
The Lumberjacks tallied first, and
held to a narrow lead until shortly be~
. t 11aIf w1ten tl1c
fore tl1c end of tlte f trs
L obos forgc d a 1tea d to 1ea d 18- 17 a fcw
secdnds before the half. \Vilson, Lumberjack center, put the Teachers ahead
with a short field goaL The score at
· tl1c L urn bertl te 11a If \\'aS 19- 18 f avormg
. k
J3C s.
Second Round
The lead went back and forth to the
t wo t cams. Tl1ey were t'1e d a t .:.o
Pi Kappa Alpha 18; Sigma Chi 17.
00
a ll .
Kappa Sigma 22; Coronado 8.
'f
dd cd t wo for tlte L a b os. D et ~
~\ u1ca 11y a
Independents 19; Omega Rho 14. 1 ff t • t
.
d
tl L b
o go m o act10n an ran te um erPi Kap~S!gma Chi
jack score to 34. Mulcahy and Quin~
Tht> Pi Kaps kept their record clean tana tied the score. At thiS point, Det.
thrun"h
the tourna~ 1o ff de 1tvcre
d t 1te k noc k out bl ow. Tl11s
.
o the second round ~f
"'\,j
· '
f rot n tl te tgm a Cl1t' victory was the second for the Lumberm~n t I>Y wmmng
. tct bY tl 1e score o f 18: 17· "''tl
qum
" 1 1 tl10 jacks over the Lobos this year.
score tied, at 17 all the time keeper
Sumanary.!
b
t
tl
f
f
"ted
t
d
11
d
t.
<'a e tme, u te re erce at
o en Lobos (34)
Lumberjacks (36)
the ~alltc until Dolzadclli fouled Ham~
Position
mnnd, who made good one of the shots Trauth (3) ........ F ... Schlansky (10)
to win the game. IIendcrson starred L ong (10) ,. ,. ,. ,. F .. . .. • 'V'l
I SOil (7)

Briggs" Pharmacy

"

Albuquerque, New Mexico, Friday, February 25, 1927

PI KAPPA ALPHA .
WINS INTRAMURAL
BASKETBALL CUP

on JII~mn·ly-

:..:;x:_

•

;.:·?:.:
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Lobos 34, Wildcats 29
The Lobos battled. the Arizona Witd~
cats off their feet in the first of a two~
game series last Friday night at Tucson
to win by the s~ore 34-29.
The Loug-Mulcahy combination was
reported to have bceil the best pair on
the Wildcat floor this year, The lanky
Lobo center ·chalked up 15 of the Lobos'
total· points for high scoring honors.
Long connected for 12 points to ranl~
second in scoring.
The game was very rough and was
typical of a Lobo~Wildcat party. The
Lobes started fast .and scored eight
points before the Wildcats were aware
the game was on. The Wildcats whittied the Lobo lead down to four points
at the half. The ;obos held the advantage ~f a 21-17 score.
E~r1y m the SCCQJld half the Lobes
~gam ~an up a long lead. I~l the closmg mll:u~es of play the Wtldcats. p~t
a s~trlted ra11y to pull up to wtthm
hve .POUlts o£ the Lobos.
\Vtth t~1e t;ain s.chedules shattered by
heavy rams. 111 _Arizona the Lobos ';ere
forced to nde m a bus all day Fnday
from Flagstaff to Tucson. The squad
reached Tucson early in the evening,
and
S slept for an hour before the game.

up

L bunm(tary:
p . ...
.
0 as 34)
osttton Wtl~cats (29)
Trauth (J) .. · ..... F.. · .. Gnd.ley (11)
Long (12) ........ F.... .. . Miller (8)
.
Mulcahy (1 5) ..... C ...... Brookshtre
B
ryce " .. · .. ···"G."" " · Sorenson
Tully ..
G ...... Brown (1)
. · ..........
.
B Subshtutwns: Lobos-Black
• (4) for
ryce, Good for Long, Qumtana for
T
t1
\~~ ~· t R df
f M'll
R df
- ·t .ca s- c orn or 1 er, e er
for Gndley, Peters for Redforn, Crouch
.
ior Brown, Sorenson for Brown, Dtebold (9) for Sorenson.
Referee: Van Putten,
Umpire: Larson.

1

Lobos 46, Aggies 21

f,r tho winners with ten of his team's Mulcahy (4) ...... C.. , .. DetloH (19)
The New Mexico Lobos chalked up
pnints. Hammond played a nlce floor
G
K'
J
Crist ••.• , •. , • , . • . .. ...• · . . • • teren the it third victory of their six-game
~anl<'. For the losers, Dolzadelli rang Tully (2) ......... G ........ McClure trip Tuesday night by turning back the
UJl three field goals.
Goodwin made
Substitutions : J..obos-Quintana for Aggie tJuintet for the second time by a
twn.
• ·
B ryce f or 46-21 score. The game was much £aster
Trauthj Good for Cnst,
Kappa Sigma~Coronado
Good, Black for Bryce.
and cleaner, and much more bitterly
The Kappa Sigs had an easy time
Lumberjacks-Patton for 'Vilson.
contested tl1~lll the first game which the
b('J.tiug the Coronado Club in the secLobus won 27~11.
{llld game of the evening by the score
The Aggies started off fast, making
2J-8. This was the Kappa Sig's second
two field goals, but the Lobos soon be~
win, and put them tic with the Pi Kaps
gan to shower fie! d goals :fro~n all anfor first place. Holbrook, Kappa Sig
In the first New Mexico game of their glcs of tl1c court to take a commanding
ccnt,·r, counted for nine of the 22
trip, the New Mexico Lobos had little lead. Trauth, Long and ~Mulcahy hit
point:>. Clark made five points. For
difficulty in defeating the Aggies at the loop to run thl' score to 25-12 at the
the l"sers, Stubbs did most of the playLas Cruces Monday night. The score half.
ing. Ilc chalked up all but one of his
of tlte game was 27~11. Coach Joint~
At the start of the second half the
tram's score.
son used a total o£ ten players, the en- Lobo offense was working on all five.
lndependents~Omega Rho
tire squad, d~rlng the last half.
In ten minutes the Lobos ran up 17
The Independents upset the dope by 'The Lubas took the ]cad early in the points. To finish the game Coach Johnhanding the Omega Rhos a 19-14 beat~ game, and increased it to lead at half son ran an entire new team into the
ing. This game marked tho Irtdepen~ time by the score o£ 15w5,
game. The second team played a nice
drnto.:.' first win and was' the second
Late in the second half the entire floor game and held the Aggie scoring
defeat for the Omega Rhos. The Omega Lobo quintet was replaced with subsfi .. down, but missed a number of shots at
Rhos ;ead at the half by the score 10~4, tutes, Quintana and Good, taking the the basket.
but were badly played out during the places o£ Trauth and Long, Renfro rc~
Mulcahy, Trauth and Long were high
sceond half, Jaramillo, Independent tacing 1\.fulcahy, and Cl'ist atld Bryce :;coring men of the game. The Lobo
11
center, was the star of the game. He r~pladng Black and Tully. Bryce, Lo· center dropped in live field goals and
1nade four field goals and a free throw. bo :£1oor guard was stilt skk, and played three fl'ee throws, Trauth scored six
Salazar mndc six points for losers, and only about two minutes. Black fit field goals, and Long five field goals
l'rirke made five.
uicely into his place.
and a free throw.
Third Round
Trauth was high t>OitJt man of the
Summary:
Pi Kappa Alpha 20; Kappa Sigma 16, game with £our field goals at1d a pair Lohos
Position
Aggies
Sigma Chi 3S; Omega Rho IS,
of free tt1rows to his credit. Long ac~ Trauth (12) .. , ..... F ....... Abbott (4)
Indtpcndcnts 23; Coronado 10.
counted for si>< points, and Black, from Long (II) .. " ... " . F, . " " , Crosby (8)
The Pi Kappa Alpha quintet took a his guard positio11, came up for three Mulcahy (13)," ... C...... McNatt (2)
strong hold on the intramural cham.. field goals.
Black (4) .......... G.. " .. Apodaca (2)
pionship when they handed the Kappa
The referee lost control of the game Tully (2). " ....... G. " ...... Mann (0)
Sigs their first defeat last Satul'day af~ completely. It soon developed iuto
Substitutions: Aggies-Good (1) for
tcrnoon by the score 20~16. It looked game more like football. During the Trauth, Quintana (1) for Long; Renfro
like a Kappa Sig game ustil a few evening only six: {outs were called, two for .Mulcahyi Crist for Tully; Bryce
on the Lobos and four 011 the Aggies. {2J for Blark. Aggies-Kerr (5) for
This victory cvrncd the count 011 the Mann.
(Continued on PaKe 4)
Lobo Arizona-New Mexi<:o trip. The f;:;:;;;;:;;;;============
Lobns have now won two and lost two. Long 6 , •• , .•• , .•• F •••••••• , Crosby 1
TENNIS CLUB NOTICE
' on. tl1e ~iulcahy 4 ........ C. ...... McNatt 4
Only two more gnmes rcmam
1t lJlack 6 ........... G..... " .. , Kerr 2
d
Lobo tl'ip schedule. Tues ~Y mg 1
The first meeting of tho Tenhis they again engage the Aggles, th.en Tully 0 ........... G.......... Mann 0
Club wil1 be held Tuesday noon for
l
Substitutions:
t11ov e np to S(Jcono £or a game Wl t l
New Mexico: Good (1) for Long,
the purpose of planning the spring
Quintana for Trauth, Renfro for Mnl~
tennis tournaments, Tho meeting will the Miners.
bo called at 12::10 in Room 1, Ad- 'L~~1~:1tn(~·)y:
Position
Aggies (ll) eahy, Crist for Bleck, Bryce lor Tully,
bb tt 4 Aggies: none.
ministration Building,
.Trauth 10 ........ F......... A 0

Lobos 27 Aggies 11

--------------~

Lobos 26, Wildcats 27

NUMBER TWENTY TWO

ARTHUR COTTON
ADDRESSES U.
FRI. ASSE~BLY
To ,open the last Friday's assembly,
Mr. David Campa sang two Spanish
songs, Mr. Campa always makes a hit
with the assembly with his songs. He
sang '~La Chaperita" and "Cancion De
Amor."
Dr. Zimmerman announced that Miss
Lois Randolph, state superintc;ndent of
public instruction, was unnble to address the student assembly,
As a substitution for Miss Randolph,
Dr. Zimnierman secured 1\.fr. Arthur
Cotton, National Boys' work secretary
of the Y. M. C. A.
Although Mr. Cotton spoke to the as
scmbly fOr almost an hour without any
particular aim, he did leave with the
students his main object, which he ex~
pressed by saying- "the great need of
the colleges today is to make the stu~
dent task big enough to keep the students from slipping."

Tf1e New Mexico Lobos lost the second gan1e of their two-game series with
the Arizona Wildcats at Tucson las~
Saturday night by the score 27 ~26. It
was the break of luck that gave the
Wildcats an even break on the series.
V~lith th~ Lobes leading by one point
with one minute to go when Brookshire,
regular Wildcat center, was j erkcd in
favor of Wiley Peterson. The shift
turned the trick. Peterson looped the
winning goal.
During the first half the Lobos played
a_ ragged game. The loss of Bryce from
the regular line-up was very keenly
felt. Arizona took an early lead to hold
a 10-2 advantage early in the game,
The Lobos were very slow to get
started.
In the middle of the second half,
Coach ] ohnson jerked the two Lobo for~
wards, Long and Trauth, substituting
The regular weekly meeting of the
Good and Quintana. With Good and University Y. M. C. A., held on Feb
Mulcahy doing the sharpshooting the ruat·y 18, was one of unusual interest
Lobos advanced to within three points to those in attendance, Mr. Arthur Cot
of the Wildcats at half time. The score ton, national boy1s work secretary, was
was 17~14.
present at the meeting and discusscc
In the second half the Lobos con- with the members those problems whic1
tinued their scoring and with two pertain directly to the University of
minutes to go lead 26-25. At this point New :Mexico, First of all he made a
the substitute center was sent into the hlacklJOard study of the problems pre
game and gave the Cats a one-point scntcd by the members of the campus
victory.
Y. Following this Mr. Cotton discuss
Gridley, Wildcat forward, scored 151 ed s~itable and possible remedies for
of his team's total points for high point the problems submitted, • He told of
honors. Miller followed with seven. remedies proposed by other universities
Trauth, Lot}g, Mulcahy, and Good each with which he has come in contact. The
scored six points.
troubles and trials of other schools are
The linc~up:
very familiar to the ones on this cam
Lobos (26}
Position Wildcats (27) . pus, he told us.
Trauth (6) .. ": .. F..... Grid!cy (15) 1 ~Juring. his talk Mr. Cott?n gave a
Lopg (6) ".,"".F....... M1ller (7) Ibnef outlmc of the work winch he had
Mulcahy (6) , ...•. C. .. Brookshire (1) ,(o do. Perhaps the general student body
Black (2) ........ G ..•.•....• Diebold . did not know that the speech which he
Tu!ly ............. G... , ... Brown (2) igave in assembly was only one of eight
Substitutions! Lobos-Quintana for 1which he made that day, within the
Trauth, Good (6) for Long.
i city of Albuquerque.
Wildcats--Sorenson for Diebold, Pe- At the regular meeting of the organi
tersou (2) for Brookshire.
:zation for this week, Dr, J. D. Clark
Referee-Van Putten.
/was the ~nain speaker. Dr. Clark gave
Umpire-Larson.
a very instructive aud entertaining talk
!on the subject, usuperstition vs. Sciet1
tific Fact."

COTTON SPEAKS
AT Y. M. C. A. MEET

I

Lobos 48, Miners 35

The Lobes pttt the Miners through tl1e
crusher in a 48~35 vktory for the Duke
City hilltoppers \Vednesday 11ight at
Socorro.
The varsity boys lagged behind the
·Miners early in the game, but got into
action shortly after the start and the
score juggled in their favor thereafter.
The game was a heart-breaking sec-saw
in the second half, buf the Lobos picked
up the contest and ran off with it in
the last part of the second half, with
on1y seven minutes to go to the finish
on a tied score. The varsity five show~d a neat passing game, working the ball
under the goal for their sure-fire shots.
The game is the second iu a row that
the Lobos have taken from the School
of Mines, as the I\'fincrs were defeated
69-25 two weeks ago in a game on the
N. AL U. home .grounds.
The Miners got off to an early start,
running their lead up to 14-8 by the
middle of the first half. The Lobos got
their :fur ruffled, however, took the lead
from the Socorrons and made it 21-15
in their own favor, after Bryce of the
invaders had tied the score 15-15 with
two minutes left in the first hall. The
period ended with the Wolves ahead
21-17.
Starting out on the right foot with
the beginning of the second half, quickly running the total to 25~17, Trauth
and Black scored for New Mexico. The
Miners started into production again
and boosted their score within a goal
of the Lobos'• Myatt scoring three times
in succession to bring the score up to
25-23, Lobos still leading. A little later,
Klein made two long goal shots, tying
1
the score 27~2 7 at t 1e middle of the
second hall.
I
Mulcahy of N. M. U. tossed a goa
to make it 29·27, whereupon the Klein
boy made it 29-~9 for anothe~ tie. Trauth
followed up Ius teammates shot for

BAPTIST COLLEGE
WANTS ANOTHER
CRACK AT LOBOS
Coach Crain of the Montezuma Col
lege (}Uintct wants another crack at the
Lobos. He has sent C-oach Johnson an
invitation for a two-game :.lCrics to be
played at :Montezuma. If the Lobos lose
both games, another game on a neutral
court will be played for the state chatnpionship.
So far this season the Lobos hold two
victories over the Baptist five, The
first game the Lobos won 59 to 19. In
the second encounter the Lobos were
pushed to win 35 to 34 after an extra
pcdod.
In all probability Coach Johnson wil!
sec no fit reason to journey to Las Ve~
gas for the series. As things stand now
the Lobos would have nothing to win
and everything at stake. The Lobos have
victories over Montezuma, N. M. Nor~
mal, N. M. ·Miners, and the Aggies to
their credit. Nothing more could he
expected for the state honors.
another goal, bringing varsity into the
lead at 31~29, Myatt of the Miners
tied it up again, howevcl', boosting the
sec-saw figure to 31-31, with seven min~
utes to go for the finish. Then the Hilltoptlers opened up, piled up a stack of
goals to take the cake. The game was
tl,cirs, rough and fast.
Lobos
Position
Mines
Trauth (6), ... , .... F. ,{. . ... Klein (17)
Long (13) " ....... F, ..•... Baldwin (3)
Mulcahy (12),, .. "C. .. , ... Heacox (3)
lllack (9) .. , .... , .. G....... Cronin (I)
Tully (0) .......... G....... Myatt (11)
Substitutions: Lobos - Goed for
Trauth; Bryce (8) for Tully.
Mlners-Moflatt for Baldwin; Fuhr~
man for Heacox.
--Morning J ournai,
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